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A Practical Guide to Stage
Lighting, Third Edition is avail-
able in print and eBook ver-

sions. It has been four years since the
last version was published, and this
expanded edition is bigger and better.
The revisions include 100 more pages
than the previous incarnation and sig-
nificantly more computer-generated
illustrations and experience-based
insights. The expanded segments
describing how to advance the
space, work with a rental shop, and
respond to cuts and changes reflect
an understanding of working and
designing in multiple venues with
union crews and producers who
expect to reap a profit. 

A Practical Guide to Stage Lighting
is not a book about design philoso-
phy or aesthetic sensibilities. Lighting
for theatre and dance is the only
topic, and Shelley does not delve into
other specialized lighting arenas like
theme parks or concerts. The book
shows the reader how to approach a
production that may move, tour, be
remounted later, or have an open-
ended run when it’s not mounted in a
resident theatre with a specific stock
lighting and accessory inventory or
house soft goods. The luxury of
always designing in the same venue
with the same inventory can create a
level of familiarity that requires less
preparation and organization. 

Many designers, particularly those

connected with academic institutions,
may never choose to take on these
kinds of projects. However, as estab-
lished theatres close due to financial
constraints, some emerging designers
may find their careers centered in
these more temporary settings. Even
if a designer has worked in the same
venue with the same staff for a
decade, adopting the applicable
design techniques, preparation, and
organization of work products like the
plot and hook-up, work-around tips,
cueing techniques, and archival steps
can make the design/tech process
less stressful. By happy coincidence,
the documentation will be more port-
folio-ready when the show opens.

The book traces the lighting life of
a fictional New York production,
Hokey: A Musical Myth, to examine
the practical side of the design
process. This process is articulated in
the unique style and voice that only
Steve Shelley can bring to any pres-
entation. In the preface, Shelley
describes his goal: “It presents nuts-
and-bolts tools and techniques that
address the realities of crafting or
recreating a light plot with minimal
space, tools, or time. Or, to put it
another way, how to get the best
lighting bang for your buck.”

Throughout the book, nuggets of
wisdom based on experience are off-
set from the main text with visual
icons. These specific examples illus-

trate the broader articulated con-
cepts. “The Checklists” offer an
organized and streamlined list to pre-
pare or complete a specific task. The
lists range from packing for the
domestic out-of-town gig to prepar-
ing for the focusing and cueing ses-
sions. Each step is not required in
every situation, but the reminders can
be pearls beyond price when you
have gone brain-dead by the third
design of the season. “Shelley’s
Notes” are honest and often funny
tidbits offered up to keep the reader
from making the same mistakes that
created his educational experience.
“Sneaky Tips” are work-arounds to
help deal with the unexpected
changes or built-in limitations of a
given situation. Strong opinions,
“Shelley’s Soapbox”, and discovered
axioms, “Shelley’s Golden Rules,”
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based on personal work experiences,
are also noted. “Tales from the Road”
are aptly represented by an icon that
looks like the imprint of tire treads.
These anecdotes are hilarious but
may create some second thoughts
about touring.

One organizational change is the
decision to segment tasks presented
in a single chapter in the second edi-
tion into multiple chapters. For exam-
ple, “Create the Preliminaries and
Send out the Shop Order” was a sin-
gle chapter. The topic has been bro-
ken into three chapters: “Creating the
Preliminary Drawings,” “Creating the
Preliminary Lighting Section and Light
Plot,” and “Compiling and Sending
Out the Shop Order,” which allows
more in-depth information. While the
third edition includes some material
from the second edition, the expan-
sion and inclusion of new material is
significant enough to create a valu-
able new resource. 

Many new graphics are used to
provide visual examples that comple-
ment and illustrate new material in
the segment on techniques to create
fundamental lighting washes. In “The
Periodic Table of Lighting Systems,”
Shelley discusses methods for priori-
tizing the lighting systems needed
and ways to determine appropriate
instrument placement and selection
for each system. The examples and
illustrations are based on working in a
proscenium venue, although it is not
difficult to extrapolate most of the
techniques described to other types
of venues.

This edition also includes two new
appendices. Appendix A is primarily a
recap of the “slinky system” for
focusing, familiar to any reader of the
previous editions or anyone who has
attended any Steve Shelley focus
session at a USITT conference. It also
recaps the calculation methods
required for instrument selection that
are used throughout the book.
Appendix B is a condensed version
of the graphics presenting the

“Periodic Table of Basic Lighting
Systems.” This appendix’s illustra-
tions are sorted in the same order
normally used by the designer when
preparing lighting paperwork.

Shelley states that, although the
first chapter is an extensive review of
rudimentary technical information
related to stage lighting, the book is
written for those with some familiarity
with stage lighting. This review cov-
ers, for example, introductory venue
and lighting nomenclature, an
overview of fixture types, a refresher
on color theory, and basic electricity
formulas and the like. It also offers a
cogent and well-illustrated explana-
tion of the science involved in quanti-
fying and measuring light and its
behavior after leaving the luminaire. In
spite of his caveat, the presentation
of his analysis, research, and design
process for Hokey offers a concrete
road map for an emerging lighting
designer fuzzy on the details of the
lighting design process. 

I initially read the print copy of the
book and then downloaded a sample
of the eBook version on both a 7"
Kindle HD tablet and a 7" Kindle
Keyboard reader. The eBook versions
all seem to be available for monthly
rental in case the book is used as
classroom textbook. Only the book
cover and two figures about color
theory are not black-and-white draw-
ings, so the illustrations translated
well to the digital format. However,
full page images, (the light plots, for
example) were smaller than the full
page of the print version on both
devices. The image could not be
enlarged by zooming in the way that
web pages can on most touch-
screen tablets. The plot images that
spanned a two-page spread were
broken apart by the paper gutter, as
they are in the print version. Since
the Kindle only shows one page at a
time, the two halves could not be
seen as a single document. 

Even in the print version, editorial
layout choices led to some figures
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being separated from the specific
related text, and sometimes images
from previous segments are referred
to in later chapters. In those cases,
the print version correctly indicated
the figure number, so it was easy to
refer back to the specified image. On
the 7" Kindle Fire HD, those figure
numbers were turned into links that
took the reader back to the image.
Advancing to the next page, however,
went to the page after the figure and
not the original page with the link. On
the Kindle Keyboard, a reader-only
device, the full page images were a
little larger, but the links were not
active. The reader had to backtrack
or advance to get to the specified fig-
ure as well as the current reading
page. When using the Kindle Cloud
Reader on my computer, the image
size was established by the monitor
size, and facing pages could be seen
together. I preferred the 8.5" x 11"
format of the book for initial reading,
but the eBook version could be a
handy reference when on-site or trav-
eling with a show.

The scope and breadth of the A
Practical Guide to Stage Lighting,
Third Edition make it equally useful
for the emerging young designer
needing reference material, the expe-
rienced professional looking for new
perspectives, and the seasoned
designer looking for new tips,
reminders of shortcuts, or inspiration
to be a little more organized and pre-
pared for the task at hand. The
examples of plots, sections, paper-
work, cue masters, magic sheets,
focus charts, and working drawings
are excellent resources. The updates
and expansions make A Practical
Guide to Stage Lighting, Third Edition
a valuable addition to your theatre
library, even if you have a previous
version of the book.
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